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stake— Which is saying— You have a trial coming up, And all our eyes will be upon you.

Hester
Helen

Prynne in your Scarlet Letter, They branded her with a letter of shame.

But when they made her mount that pillory, Yes when her

hour finally came, She never named a single name.
Helen

She ne-ver named a sin-gle name.
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We all re-

We all re-
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call the days of Mc-Car-thy,

And what our na-

nation
al-most be-came, __________ But when the brave ones, __ took the stand, __________

Yes, when their mo-ment __________ fin-al-ly came, __________ They nev-er __________

gessed __________

ted a sin-gle name, __________ They nev-er named a sin-gle
Helen

name.

Take a stand, take a stand, take a stand.
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When you take the stand.
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stand— the raid was sudden,— I unstand— you were
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under derss.— I undstand— the shock and the anger.

Helen

I undstand— some names were said.— I und—
When you stand before the public,
Yes, when you rise to take the stand,

Fessor of English,
Your moment finally is at hand,
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Will you bravely take a stand?

Take a stand, take a stand,

When you take a stand.
Helen, how are they doing? The others? What a relief,

you finally asked! Poor Joel Dorius, how he suffers—a young man like that, they've